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   This is the first installment in a 3 part series. Each piece is 3 to 4 pages in length with 

illustrated visuals, tables and charts. The purpose of the series is to advance the scope of 

understanding in regards to the taxation of estates. This series should advance the majority 

of professional advisor’s capabilities to successfully navigate existing estate plans and help 

to implement new ones.  

  

Part 1 State Estate, Inheritance and Gift taxation - Provides an overview of the various state 

exemptions, tax rates, how state estate taxes are calculated and taxation of gifts in 

contemplation of death.  

  

Part 2 State Exemption/ Marital Deduction Planning – Describes the four general designs used to capture 

state and/or federal exemption amounts, the use of disclaimers and state QTIP elections and the impact of 

exemption portability on planning going forward.  

  

Part 3 The Minnesota Estate Tax-  A Minnesota specific piece 

explaining the new laws effectively giving qualifying closely held 

business owners a $4,000,000 exemption. 
 

Until 2004 the Federal Estate tax allowed a dollar for dollar credit 

for state estate taxes paid up to a maximum limit. All states took 

advantage of this law by enacting state 

estate taxes, which enabled them to collect 

revenue from the federal government 

without increasing the tax burden on 

residents of the states. 

  

State Estate, Inheritance, and 

Gift Taxes 

States with Estate Taxes – 13 

States and DC 

Connecticut, New York 
Delaware, North Carolina 
District of Columbia  
Hawaii, Oregon 
Illinois, Rhode Island 
Maine, Vermont 
Massachusetts, Washington 
Minnesota 

States with Inheritance Taxes – 

5 States 

Indiana, Nebraska 
Iowa, Pennsylvania 
Kentucky 

States with Both Estate and In-

heritance Taxes – 2 States 

Maryland, New Jersey 

States with Gift Taxes – 1 States 

Connecticut 
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Though the repeal of the state estate tax credit took place in 2001, but wasn’t implemented until 2005. 28 

states opted to eliminate their estate tax that was formerly inclusive of the federal tax rather than have a true 

separate stand alone tax, which would have actually increased the tax burden on the taxpayer.  
 

Some states kept their existing laws based on the old federal tax credit and some states decided to 

impose new laws that were decoupled from the Federal Estate Tax Credit.  Either way, for the first time, state 

estate taxes produced actual increases in tax burden on the residents. State Estate taxes typically apply a flat 

rate schedule to the total taxable estate. See the list of 

13 states and the District of Columbia that tax the 

estates of decedents. All states have a form of marital 

deduction against the tax just like the federal estate tax 

such that the state estate tax typically applies only to 

assets not left to a surviving spouse outright or a 

qualifying marital deduction trust.  

 

State Estate Tax exemptions and Tax Rates  
 

Many states base their state estate tax rate 

schedules on the former Federal government’s 

graduated credit for state estate tax schedule under 

IRC sec. 2011. See how the tax is calculated below. 

Note that even though the exemption amount in the 

example below is $1,000,000. The tax is inclusive of 

the preceding estate balance below $1,000,000. 

 

State 2012 Exemption 

Connecticut $2,000,000 

Delaware $5,120,000 

District of Columbia $1,000,000 

*Hawaii $3,600,000 

Illinois $3,500,000 

Maine $1,000,000 

Maryland $1,000,000 

Massachusetts $1,000,000 

Minnesota $1,000,000 

New Jersey $675,000 

New York $1,000,000 

North Carolina $5,120,000 

Ohio $338,333 

Oregon $1,000,000 

Rhode Island $892,865 

Tennessee $1,000,000 

Vermont $2,750,000 

Washington $2,000,000 

Though many state exemption amounts 

were derived from the old federal credit 

for state estate taxes that no longer exist.  

Some states have stand what’s called 

stand alone estate taxes not based on the 

old federal credit. Recently many of these 

states increased their exemptions to more 

similarly match the federal exemptions. 

Even so, the tax is in addition to the 

federal estate tax. 
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State Inheritance Taxes 

Six States impose a form of Inheritance tax rather than estate tax for bequests made to either lineal 

(children, grandchildren, parents) or collateral (cousins, aunts, uncles and unrelated persons) heirs. The 

exemption amounts are higher and tax rates lower for bequests left to lineal vs. collateral heirs.  Overall you’ll 

notice that the exemption amounts are lower for inheritance taxes than they are for estate taxes. The reason 

for this is that it is assumed that there will be multiple non-spousal inheritors whose combined exemptions will 

approximately equal that of an estate tax. Essentially, the more inheritors an estate has the greater the total 

exemption.  
 

Two states impose both estate and inheritance taxes. The two states are Maryland and New Jersey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Source: CCH State Estate Tax  

 

State Gift Taxes and Taxation of Gifts in Contemplation of Death  
 

Eight states have provisions designed to tax gifts that are made in contemplation of death or within a 

period of time before the donor’s death. These rules are intended to prevent the use of “deathbed” or similar 

gifts to avoid paying estate or inheritance tax on these transfers. Generally these states have states estate 

taxes not predicated on the old federal credit. These states have what is called “Stand alone” estate tax 

exemption amounts.  
 

States with estate taxes based on the old federal credit, like Minnesota, without special laws in 

contemplation of death are subject to deathbed gift planning strategies as deathbed gifts remove the gifted 

property from the taxable estate and can provide a significant reduction in state tax. The increase in the 

federal gift tax exemption in 2011 to 5 million increased the attractiveness of this strategy, since no federal 

transfer tax would be incurred to make the gift.  
 

Inheritance Taxes  

State 
Exemption — 

Lineal Heirs 
Top Rate — 

Lineal Heirs 
Exemption — 

Collateral Heirs 
Top rate — 

Collateral Heirs 

Indiana $100,000 10% $100 20% 

Iowa unlimited NA 0 15% 

Kentucky unlimited NA $500 16% 

Maryland unlimited NA $1,000 10% 

Nebraska $10,000 1% $500 18% 

New Jersey unlimited NA 0 16% 

Pennsylvania $3,500 4.50% 0 15% 
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Inheritance Taxes are paid by the heirs and not 

the estate of deceased as is the case for estate 

taxes.  

A death bed gift is any gift made in contemplation of death. If, for example, a person knew he or she was 

terminally ill he or she could legally gift an asset from his or her estate anytime up until death and not have it 

included for purposes of valuing the estate for estate tax purposes.   
 

State estate, inheritance and gift tax laws change frequently. Please don’t rely on this information to be 

accurate even a year from now, but consider it a guide towards understanding broadly the possibilities that 

exist around 

state estate and 

inheritance 

taxation and 

maybe more 

importantly what 

questions you 

should be asking 

yourself when 

you are working 

with clients from 

other states.  

If you found this 

piece to be 

informative, 

helpful or 

enlightening 

you’ll especially 

appreciate the 

piece that 

follows shortly -

Part 2 State 

Exemption/ 

Marital 

Deduction 

Planning – 

Describing the 

four general 

designs used to capture state and/or federal exemption amounts, the use of disclaimers and state QTIP 

elections and the impact of exemption portability on planning going forward. 
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Taxation of Gifts or Gifts in Contemplation of Death 

State Type of 

death tax 
Gift tax Top rate 

of gift 

tax 

Gifts-in-contemplation-of-death 

rules 

Connecticut Estate Unified 
with 
estate tax 

12% N.A. 

Indiana Inheritance N.A. N.A. Transfer made one year before date of death pre-
sumed to be in contemplation of death 

Iowa Inheritance N.A. N.A. Transfers above the federal gift tax exclusion 
within three years of death, other than bona fide 
sales, are taxable 

Kentucky Inheritance N.A. N.A. Transfers of material part of estate made three 
years before death construed prima facie to be 
made in contemplation of death 

Maryland Inheritance 
and estate 

N.A. N.A. Gifts made within two years of the date of death 
are taxable under the inheritance tax 

Nebraska Inheritance N.A. N.A. Gifts made within three years of the date of death 
subject to inheritance taxation 

New Jersey Inheritance N.A. N.A. Transfers within three years of death deemed 
made in contemplation of death, absent proof to 
the contrary 

Ohio Estate N.A. N.A. Transfers made within three years of death pre-
sumed to be made in contemplation of death, 
unless the contrary is shown 

Pennsylvania Inheritance N.A. N.A. Transfers greater than $3,000 made within one 
year of date of death are taxable 


